We investigate the magnetic field configuration of the M87 jet at arc-second scales by using archival polarimetric VLA data at 8, 15, 22 and 43 GHz. By stacking images over three years in order to enhance the sensitivity, we reveal, for the first time, systematic transverse gradients of the Faraday rotation measure in several knots along the jet. Combining this result with polarization properties and the dynamics of the jet, we suggest the magnetic structure in several knots at kiloparsec scales consists of a systematically wrapped, tightly wound helical configuration. Our analysis brings us a new paradigm where the M87 jet is a fundamentally current carrying system produced in the vicinity of the supermassive black hole, transferring a huge amount of the electromagnetic energy over the host galaxy scale.
Introduction
M87 hosts a supermassive black hole (SMBH) with M • = (3.2 − 6.6) × 10 9 M ⊙ (Macchetto et al. 1977; Gebhardt et al. 2011; Walsh et al. 2013) . It is one of the closest active galactic nuclei (AGNs) at a distance D = 16.7 Mpc (Tonry 1991) with an extended jet. The origin of the jet emission is synchrotron from radio through optical to X-ray (see e.g., Biretta et al. 1991; Perlman et al. 2001; Harris et al. 2003) . With an angular scale of 78 pc arcsec −1 and viewing angle of θ = 10
• − 19
• (see e.g., Biretta et al. 1999; Wang & Zhou 2009) 1 , the M87 jet has been intensively studied as one of the best references in AGN jets.
High dynamic range and high resolution images were first obtained with VLA more than thirty years ago (Owen et al. 1980) . Since then, observations have revealed more detailed morphology of the jet in optical and radio bands (see e.g., Owen et al. 1989; Perlman et al. 1999) . It is becoming clear that hydrodynamics alone may not be able to produce the rich structure in total and polarized intensities; knots cannot be associated with Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (Hardee & Eilek 2011) . In turn, magnetic fields appear to organize the jet structure in M87 (see e.g. Owen et al. 1989; Perlman et al. 1999 Perlman et al. , 2001 ).
Nonetheless, the magnetic structure and its dynamical role are still unclear.
Strong polarization reaching almost the maximum in synchrotron radiation (> 60%) has been found on kiloparsec scales (Owen et al. 1990; Perlman et al. 1999) , suggesting magnetic fields are ordered. The core, however, is highly unpolarized (< 0.4%) in radio bands (Homan & Lister 2006) . Polarization seems to behave differently in optical and radio bands: magnetic vector orientations are perpendicular to the direction of the jet in knots
1 Through this letter we use θ ∼ 15
• (Wang & Zhou 2009 ).
HST-1, D, E and F 2 in optical but remains parallel in radio wavelengths (Perlman et al. 1999) .
A way to study the structure of the intrinsic magnetic field is the analysis of the Faraday rotation measure distribution across the source. The polarization angle χ rotates following the relation χ = χ 0 + RMλ 2 , where χ 0 is the intrinsic polarization angle, λ the wavelength and RM the rotation measure, given by
with n e the thermal electron density and B los ·dl the line of sight component of the magnetic field.
If the jet contains a helical magnetic field, its toroidal component will produce a gradient, and possibly a sign reversal, on the RM across the jet, (Blandford 1993) . Such gradients have been observed in a variety of sources (see e.g., Asada et al. 2002; Gabuzda 2004; Zavala & Taylor 2005; Gómez et al. 2008; Mahmud et al. 2009; Croke et al. 2010; Hovatta et al. 2012; Algaba 2013) . RMs are observed systematically on parsec scale of AGN (Hovatta et al. 2012) although, due to polarization errors and beam effects, the limits of their reliability and interpretation are still under debate. However, no significant transverse RM gradient has been observed in the M87 jet on any scale so far.
A rotation of the polarization angle of ∼ 75
• between optical and 6 cm over 20 arcseconds in M87 was found by Schmidt et al. (1978) and confirmed by Dennison (1980) . RM observations of M87 were performed with the VLA using 5 GHz band by Owen et al. (1990) , who found high values (RM∼ 1000 − 2000 rad m −2 ) in the lobes and lower (RM∼ 200 rad m −2 ) in the jet. Their interpretation was the existence of a Faraday screen consisting on a thick layer enveloping the radio lobes with the jet lying mostly in front of it. Zavala & Taylor (2003) found RM at milli-arc second scales with indications of a change of sign, interpreted as due to hot gas and narrow line region clouds.
We report here our study via image stacking of a series of multi-frequency polarimetry on VLA archives. We describe the archival data reduction in section 2. We present observational results in section 3, their implementation as helical magnetic fields in section 4. Discussion and conclusions are given in sections 5 and 6.
Archival data reduction
We analyzed six different epochs of VLA multi-frequency polarization observations of M87 obtained from the archive 3 . We summarize the observations in Table 1 , where we include the frequencies used, the VLA configuration and the observations date. Data were reduced in AIPS 4 using standard methods. We corrected for the intrinsic antenna polarization (D-terms) with the sources 0521+166 and 1224+035 as calibrators and for the polarization angle using 3C 286 as calibrator. We then imaged the source.
After the initial construction of total intensity maps we used the final calibrated visibilities to obtain maps of the Stokes Q and U distributions. Those were used to construct the polarized flux (p = Q 2 + U 2 ) and polarization angle [χ = (1/2) arctan(U/Q)] maps.
In all cases we compared the polarization vectors with 3C 286. We then stacked the images obtained at the different epochs weighting them by their rms noise. Final images at 8, 15, 22 and 43 GHz convolved with a beam of FWHM of 0.23 ′′ were used to construct the RM map.
Rotation Measure and Polarization
We show the RM map in Figure 1 , where upper and lower maps stand for the RM values and errors respectively, using the color scale indicated on top of the figure.
Faraday-corrected magnetic field vectors are also shown. Regions where polarization below p = 3σ for 8 GHz or RM is not corrected are not shown. We detect RMs of several thousands rad m −2 in HST-1 and of several hundreds rad m −2 in knots A, B and C. Except for HST-1, the regions where the RM is found extend more than two beams both along and across the jet. A clear RM gradient across the jet is seen in HST-1 and knots A and C, but a more patchy behavior is seen in knot B.
In order to investigate these, we have taken slices across the jet (see Figure 2 ). In all cases where a gradient is clearly seen, the RM runs smoothly from positive values in the north to negative values in the south side of the jet. Simple analysis indicates that these gradients in HST-1 and knots A and C fulfill the robustness criteria given in the literature (Hovatta et al. 2012; Mahmud et al. 2013; Algaba 2013) . We also confirm that no gradient is detected in knot B. Relative errors for the gradients, taken as err
are roughly 8%, 21% and 25% for HST-1 and knots A and C respectively. This indicates that, even for HST-1, with the RM barely extending one beam size, relative error is small enough to indicate the robustness of this gradient. Such a systematic transverse gradient has never been seen along various regions on kiloparsec scales of the M87 jet. We succeeded to derive it thanks to our image stacking, wide range in the λ 2 space and high resolution.
Faraday-corrected polarization (see Figure 1 ) tends to be aligned with the direction of the jet. Where the jet bends after knot B, polarization follows this bend. Two exceptions intensity for 8 GHz, starting at 2×RMS with RMS=1.13×10 −3 and increasing in steps of (2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 24, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 as indicated by the top bar. In the top left corner, a plot of the RM of knot HST-1 is shown with a different scale (from -1000 to 3000 rad m −2 ) for clarity. are knots A and C, where polarization appears almost perpendicular to the direction of the jet. This is in agreement with previous results by Owen et al. (1989) although they corrected for Faraday rotation using only 6 cm data. When examining the polarization of knot A, Owen et al. (1989) found a bow-shock shape (i.e, although a spine-sheath morphology is not clear, magnetic polarization angles tend to rotate towards the direction of the jet as it approaches the edges). As we correct for RM on a wider range of radio frequencies, this effect is much less evident in our map and only a slight bend can be found.
Fractional polarization shows a tendency of increasing towards the jet edges up to m ∼ 50% (Figure 2 ) and is also higher at the centre of the jet in knots A and C (This has also been observed in other sources such as 1055+018 (Attridge et al. 1999) , NGC 315 (Laing et al. 2006b ) or 1633+382 (Algaba 2013), for example). Distribution of fractional polarization seems to be asymmetric across the jet axis in all regions, although HST-1 is not resolved and its transverse profile might be partially smoothed by beam convolution.
Such asymmetric increase of m towards the edges of the jet is expected if we consider a helical magnetic field viewed at a certain angle (Gómez et al. 2008; Agudo et al. 2012 ).
The higher fractional polarization in the centre of the jet has also been modeled in this context (Laing et al. 2006a ). This scenario can also arise if we have a shock where a random magnetic field intrinsically weakly polarized is compressed in a plane (e.g., Laing 1980).
However, as Nakamura et al. (2010) pointed out, the classical picture of a weak, random jet magnetic field may be in conflict with observations showing high degree of polarization (typically > 10%) even at interknot regions of the M87 jet (Sparks et al. 1996) . There is a possibility that the RM gradient might be associated with the foreground medium. For example, there may be some amount of Faraday screen associated with the lobe after knot C. We suggest this is unlikely for HST-1 and knots A, B and C. If the RM arises from an external Faraday screen, likeliness of it being consistent with this picture by chance can be estimated as follows: Let us consider for simplicity only the sign of the RM on both sides across the jet as a fiducial indicator of a gradient. In this case, probability of having a change on the RM sign on HST-1 and the same one on knots A and C, but not on knot B is p = 1/2 × 1/4 2 × 1/2 < 2%. We note that here we did not account for gradient smoothness, which is clear in our observations. Therefore, observed RM gradients suggests the presence of a helical magnetic field in knots A, C and HST-1, while the magnetic field in component B, if also helical, should be much more loosely wound (note we would reject a possibility of random magnetic field due to its high degree of polarization). This indicates that the M87 jet may be a strongly magnetized even at kiloparsec scales and thus the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) properties should be taken into account for understanding of the M87 jet.
A Constraint of Helical Magnetic Field Pitch Angles
If we assume a helical magnetic field in the M87 jet, we can obtain a constraint for the magnetic pitch angle ψ = arctan(B φ /B z ), where B φ is the azimuthal and B z the axial component. (Asada et al. 2002) . For a given viewing and pitch angles, we can decompose the magnetic field component along the line of sight as B los = B φ cos θ + B z sin θ. In order to have both signs of RM for HST-1 and knots A and C, this suggests ψ 75
• . On the other hand, the lack of a clear gradient in knot B may indicate that here the toroidal component does not dominate and we suggest ψ 75
• for knot B.
The presence of polarization parallel or perpendicular to the jet can be explained with a helical magnetic field with variations of the viewing angle θ and/or magnetic pitch angle ψ (Asada et al. 2002) . In this model, we observe polarized emission from both front and rear of the emitting regions, but polarization angles have a 180
• offset. When both contributions are geometrically added, the result depends on the pitch angle of the jet. For a small ψ, the longitudinal component of the magnetic field dominates and resulting magnetic angle will be parallel to the jet, whereas for a large ψ, the toroidal component dominates and the magnetic polarization angle will be perpendicular to the jet. Thus, assuming a helical magnetic field, the threshold between the two possibilities will be given by B φ /B z = sin θ (Asada et al. 2008) .
From here we can obtain a second constraint for ψ. Taking the viewing angle θ = 15 • , the magnetic polarization angles imply a lower limit for ψ 15
• for HST-1 and knots A and C and an upper limit ψ 15
• for knot B. This result agrees with the one previously discussed based on the RM in HST-1 and knots A, B and C, which suggests that observed Faraday rotation is associated with jet and not with a foreground medium.
Combining the constraints for the magnetic pitch angle both from RM and magnetic polarization angle together, we obtain ψ 75
• for HST-1 and knots A and C and ψ 15
• -12 -for knot B. This seems to indicate that knots A and C are shocks where the gas and magnetic fields are compressed, whereas knot B is the post-shocked region.
Discussion

A/B/C Complex as Quad MHD Shock System
According to a MHD model for the M87 jet (Nakamura et al. 2010 (Meyer et al. 2013 ).
Furthermore, these paired MHD fast mode shocks at knots A and C may be responsible for driving the kinked structure at around the post shock region of knot B by the current-driven instability (Nakamura & Meier 2004) . We thus suggest that the region A/B/C could be a good example for the interplay between the MHD shocks and current-driven instability where the magnetic field plays a role in the jet dynamics.
The M87 Jet as a Current Carrying System
Given a helical magnetic field along the jet, there will be an associated axial electric current I z . Following Kronberg et al. (2011) with a fiducial value of the toroidal field strength B φ and the jet radius r of knot A (e.g. Owen et al. 1989; Stawarz et al. 2005) , we estimate I z ≃ 4.6 × 10 17 A B φ 500 µG r 60 pc .
On the other hand, assuming an equipartition field strength of ∼ 10 3 G at the Schwarzschild Walsh et al. 2013) , the current, generated in the vicinity of the SMBH, can be estimated as
Therefore, it seems that the electric current is being carried from the SMBH to beyond the host galaxy in M87 over 10 7 r s scales without a considerable dissipation. 
This is comparable to the total jet power in the literature (e.g. Reynolds et al. 1996; Owen et al. 2000; Stawarz et al. 2005) . Thus, we speculate the electromagnetic energy is channeled throughout the whole extension of the jet in M87. Sizes of X-ray cavities in M87 about ∼ 1 kpc (Rafferty et al. 2006) could be supported by the current-dominated bubble expansions, requiring I z ∼ 10 18 A (Diehl et al. 2008) . Thus, a current-carrying, magnetized jet may be relevant for the overall energetics in the M87 jet and lobe system.
Conclusions
We have collected archival data to study multifrequency (8+15+22+43 GHz) VLA polarization images of the M87 jet. By image stacking, the use of a wide range in the λ 2 domain and a resolution of 0.23 arcseconds, we are able to detect, for the first time, rotation measure gradients across the the M87 jet on various knots at arcsecond scales. Faraday corrected magnetic angles clearly follow the jet direction, except for HST-1 and knots A and C, where they appear to be perpendicular to it.
In order to study polarimetric properties, slices of fractional polarization and RM across the jet were taken. These support that RM gradients are reliable in HST-1 and knots A and C, but no detection of a gradient is found in knot B. Indications of an increase of fractional polarization towards the edges are seen in HST-1 and knots A, B and C; with knots A and C showing additional higher fractional polarization in the centre of the jet.
The most natural way to explain the combined information from i) RM transverse gradients, ii) magnetic position angles, iii) the high fractional polarization, showing a clear transverse asymmetry and increasing towards the edges of the jet and iv) jet dynamical -15 -transverse velocities (Meyer et al. 2013) , is the presence of a helical magnetic field in the jet of M87. In this picture, the magnetic configuration of the M87 jet consists of a systematically wrapped, tightly wounded, helical structure extending at least from 0.1 to 1 kiloparsec from HST-1 to knot C, supporting a MHD model in the M87 jet (Nakamura et al. 2010 ).
The presence of a systematic helical magnetic field at least a kiloparsec along the M87 jet brings us a new paradigm to describe AGN jets as fundamentally electromagnetic, current carrying systems. It also indicates transferring a huge amount of energy, made by the black hole magnetosphere, in the form of Poynting flux, and depositing it into the surrounding galactic environment.
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